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Fallen Earth: Blood Sports
Map/Sector: The Plateau
County: Westreach
Town: Boneclaw (combat build starter town)
Player Target Level: 2

Mission Name: The Creepy-Crawlies Cockroach Corral 
Mission Type: Use Item – "roach trap" (complete at questor)  
NPC:    Wrangler
Greeting String:    Look at you, a real live stick of dynamite, I can tell—got a good sense for these 
things. I bet you're just popping to get in on a sweet investment like this one. 

This here's a pen I built for holding a herd. A herd of what, you might ask? Cocks, that's what! And I 
don't mean the crowing kind. Round here, there's a lot of hungry mouths to feed, and not too many 
critters that scurry on less than six legs. If I can get this farm started up right—get 'em breeding for 
slaughter—I figure I'll be a regular hero. That's where you come in.
Story String:  Wrangler wants you to catch him cockroaches to start his insect farm in 
Boneclaw.
Reward String:  These look might healthy, lemme just check over 'em real quick.
Busy String:   Now remember, you gotta bring me the pistol and the stamen—no wait, that's not 
right. Just bring me a guy and a gal, all right?
Goal String:    Trap Roaches
Brain: ####
Group ID: ####
Group Step: 1
Mission Objective:  For the player "trap" 2 cockroaches (target and use mission item) and deliver 
them to the questor's location
Chain to: escort

Mission Name: A Creepy-Crawly, Wiley Woman
Mission Type: Escort Creature (complete at questor)
NPC:    Wrangler 
Greeting String:    You kidding me? What am I gonna do with two fellas, watch 'em spit at each 
other? Get on out there and find me a ripe female this time. 
Story String:  Wrangler in Boneclaw needs a female cockroach to breed.
Reward String:  Well, what do you know? I never doubted you for a second. A real beaut, this one 
is.
Busy String:   Somewhere out there's the woman you're looking for. Now go find those hairy 
legs and drag her back here.
Goal String:  Escort Female Cockroach
Escort target text: *skitter skitter skitter*
Brain: ####
Group ID: ####



Group Step: 2
Mission Objective:  For the player to escort 1 female cockroach (through hostile territory) to the 
questor's location
Chain to: defend

Mission Name: Duke Out at the Creepy-Crawlies Corral
Mission Type: Defend Sequential (complete at questor, fail on player death)
NPC:    Wrangler
Greeting String:    We've got a problem, friend! Looks like our bunch took a little too kindly to each 
other, and now they've gone and overrun the place. I can barely keep the swarm contained. Have a little 
concern as one of the principle investors here. Our reputations will be ruined if they kill us and infest 
the town! You get what I'm saying?
Story String:  Boneclaw's Wrangler needs you to shear his flock.
Reward String:  You're my lucky draw, man. I don't know what I would've—next time, next time 
I'm making kennels. Gotta keep 'em separated. 
Busy String:   The hissing, it keeps me up at night. You should see what they do to the bags of 
garbage I throw into the ring. . . Now I think they've started eating each other.
Goal String(s):  Find Location; Defend Yourself
Defend Waves: 5 Cockroaches, 2 Female Cockroaches, 1 Alpha Cockroach
Brain: ####
Group ID: ####
Group Step: 3
Mission Objective:  For the player to defend against sequential waves of 8 (total) cockroaches near 
questor's location. (Waves comprise "cockroaches," "female cockroaches," and an "alpha cockroach" 
boss at the end.) Mission completion rewards the popular "Cockroach Companion" vanity pet.

--- End Chain


